Abstract-To find out the evidence of crime-related evidence and association rules among massive data, the classic decision tree algorithms such as ID3 for classification analysis have appeared in related prototype systems. So how to make it more suitable for computer forensics in variable environments becomes a hot issue. When selecting classification attributes, ID3 relies on computation of information entropy. Then the attributes owning more value are selected as classification nodes of the decision tress. Such classification is unrealistic under many cases. During the process of ID3 algorithm there are too many logarithms, so it is complicated to handle with the dataset which has various classification attributes. Therefore, contraposing the special demand for computer crime forensics, ID3 algorithm is improved and a novel classification attribute selection method based on Maclaurin-Priority Value First method is proposed. It adopts the foot changing formula and infinitesimal substitution to simplify the logarithms in ID3. For the errors generated in this process, an apposite constant is introduced to be multiplied by the simplified formulas for compensation. The idea of Priority Value First is introduced to solve the problems of value deviation. The performance of improved method is strictly proved in theory. Finally, the experiments verify that our scheme has advantage in computation time and classification accuracy, compared to ID3 and two existing algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recent years the experts and scholars at home and abroad are emphasizing on the problems of computer crime forensics. But the researches are limited in key word finding, pattern matching, analysis on file attributes etc [1] . The forensics process needs a lot of labor involved. It can not provide prediction for possible and potential computer crime, and it lacks the mining ability for data hidden information and crime mode [2, 3] . Therefore, people need to use other tools to get useful evidence from amounts of data or to acquire useful information for data analysis and acquisition of next time. Data mining is the most suitable tool and it can find out valuable knowledge and information from amounts of data, which has various types of patterns. At present, there are mainly two aspects in the field of computer crime forensics analysis [4, 5] : The first is using data mining technology to perform correlation analysis on computer logs, firewall logs, intrusion detection logs and route access records. Then, the crime trace can be excavated and the crime process can also be restored. The other is excavating and analyzing amounts of computer crime data, to obtain disciplines and features from crime forensicss. Based on the correlation between these features and different crime forensicss, the computer crime forensics can be predicted. It can also provide clues and evidence for polices to resolve cases and to prevent crimes.
Association rule is a kind of mature method in data mining [6] and it can excavate mutually related methods between valuable data items from amounts of data. The association rule can be used to analyze users' forensics and to compare the incidents that may appear together. Users' forensicss are studied to discover their inherent rules. There are many methods which can construct study models in classification analysis. Among them, the decision tree represented by ID3 algorithm is widely applicated. For prototype system of computer forensics, ID3 is used generally. However, due to its generality and uniqueness for forensics data, it cannot be effective to excavate reasonable models. Many domestic and overseas researchers have optimized and extended this algorithm like C4.5 and CART, etc [7, 8] . Domestic scholars Chen Xiangtao, Qu Kaishe, etc [9] individually introduce approximate calculation and weighted value to optimize algorithm ID3 in different extent. However, approximate calculation can not make up the deviation by this optimization and the classification accuracy is not ideal. Although the latter solved the problem of value deviation partly, its calculation is so complicated and the generation time of decision tree is too long. [10] discovers that it needs equential scanning and ranking on data set many times, during the process to create decision tree. So it will lead to inefficiency of the algorithm. Meanwhile, ID3 algorithm takes the highest information gain as the standard of selection attribute. After analysis, this standard is inclined to select the attribute which has more attributes.
The computation of information entropy relies on the attribute owing many values. That is, the selection to judge attribute has deviation problem. During the data analysis on computer forensics, most data needs discretization such as the number of sending byte, IP address of sending end, etc. The attribute values after discretization are related to discretization standard. So it decides that the decision attribute selection depends on discretization standard instead of data, as is not reasonable.
We will analyze and study the two improved schemes for ID 3 algorithm. One of them is the project based on the idea of "approximate to simplify" referred in [11] . This improved method makes the computation of ID3 more convenient to some extent and it reduces the generation time of the decision tree. The other one introduces the prior knowledge to overcome value deviation in ID3 [12] . This scheme solves the problem of value deviation to some extent. However, this method adds multiply calculation to ID3 and it promotes the calculation of expected entropy to be more complex [13] . So it is slower than algorithm ID3 in classification speed. On the basis of the first improved algorithm, since it does not make up errors during equivalent substitution, it is not as good as ID3 on classification accuracy and it will affect the prediction accuracy to certain extent. We can conclude that this scheme can reduce the generation time of decision tree at the expense of classification accuracy. Although an empirical value is introduced in the second improved algorithm to overcome the defects of value deviation in ID3, when selecting classification attribute. So this method is still very complicated when calculating the expected entropy and it even needs more time of classification. Aiming at the features of computer crime forensics data, the current algorithms are improved from two aspects: weight value and twice information gain. The research mainly includes:
(1) This paper analyzes advantages and disadvantages of algorithm ID3 in detail. Through the analysis on ID 3 and the features of these two improved schemes, we provide precise theoretical proof to its defects.
(2) A novel selection method of selected classification attribute is proposed, that is, the ID3 algorithm will be simplified with logarithm based on McLaughlin's idea.
(3) For the problem of value deviation in ID3, this paper introduces the idea of "Priority Value First" [14] for attribute classification, which can process data set with many classification attribute values.
(4) Through the experiments, the improved algorithm is proved to have better performance in classification accuracy than ID3 and existing improved schemes. Meanwhile, it effectively overcomes the value deviation of the first improved method. 
II. RELATED WORKS
Decision tree algorithms compute the information gain of each attribute. They will select the biggest one as testing attribute of given set S and generate corresponding branch node. All the generated nodes are marked corresponding attribute. According to different value of this attribute the branches of decision tree are generated. Each branch represents a divided sample subset, to separate the samples.
B. Theoretical Analysis of the Defects
By formula 2 we can see that the expected is smaller if value of some attribute is more. Then the probability to be selected as classification attribute will be larger. So ID3 tends to select the attribute owning more values. We assume  is an attribute in some training dataset and its value is 11 
  is always tenable, then it demonstrate that there is defect in value deviation of ID3; else the defect does not exist. We assume the amount of classification attribute value is k . We get following formulas as formula 2:
The attribute value of '
Only the case of two decomposed value is discussed in this paper so 2 k  . To simply formula 7 we use the following substitution:
(1 ) log (1 )) ( log (1 ) log (1 ))
We use function derivation to prove whether ') ) 
A. Improvment based on The Idea of Simplification
We introduce the formula   1 ln x x  and simplify formula 2 as The idea is similar to ID3 algorithm. For the attributes in the dataset, the attribute owing minimum '( ) EA is taken as classification attribute. We can analyze the improved performance in the time to generate decision tree and the accuracy of classification, setting the dataset in table 1 as an example. In formula 10 there are only multiplications and additions and there is not logarithm. So the computation process is relative easy and the time to generate decision tree is shorter than ID3. According to formula 10, we get the training dataset in table 1:  2 3  2 
is tenable. Therefore, according the standard for selecting JOURNAL OF NETWORKS, VOL. 9, NO. 4, APRIL 2014 1007 classification attributes we choose c E as the root node of decision tree. Similarly '( ) EA of other attribute can be computed to generate the decision tree as figure 1. From this figure we can visually see that the leaf nodes of improved method are more than those generated by ID3. 
B. Interest Factor
This method is proposed for the problem in value deviation of ID3. We introduce the concept of "interest" [16] to rewrite the formula for expected entropy into following formula:
 is attribute weight determined by experts in data mining and its calculated by above formula. Though this kind of classification needs more professional knowledge, it overcomes the value deviation of ID3 effectively. It has equivalent classification accuracy with ID3 and it is acknowledged by many professionals of the fields. But the defect in this scheme is: It makes ID3 algorithm more complicated for computation. C as the root node of the decision tree. Similarly we can acquire the other classification nodes. The decision tree, time and accuracy for classification are shown in figure 2 and 3. From figure 2 it can be seen that the improved method overcome value deviation in ID3. Since multiplication is added this algorithm, its speed of classification is slower than ID3, by the results in figure 3 . 
C. PVF-ID3 Algorithm
In the first optimized algorithm, the errors caused by equivalent substitution process are not compensated. So its classification accuracy is worse than ID3 and that will influence the prediction accuracy to some extent. The scheme shortens the time to generate decision at the price of reducing classification accuracy. But in many fields a little prediction error may cause huge data losses. In the second optimized algorithm, an experienced parameter is introduced. It overcomes the defects when ID3 selects the classification attribute. But the method to compute expected entropy is still complicated and it costs more classification time than ID3.Under most case, we do not concern about all the attributes in a large of dataset very much. So we expect to take the concerned attributes as 
For the given training samples set, ( ) ln 2 PN  is a fixed value. When computing the information entropy of each attribute it will be computed. So that can be neglected during the comparison. According to Taylor and Maclaurin formula we can simplify above formula as:
The process of simplification will cause error, as we know from the principle. Thus, the above formula can not be used as a standard for selecting classification. We assume the amount of value for attribute A is  . Then the computation for attribute selection proposed by us is acquired by the product of  and () eA.
When i s is null, ID3 algorithm will mark corresponding leaf nodes as the category which contains the maximum value of the samples [17] . To make the decision tree contain leaf nodes as few as possible, the improved algorithm will skip the intermediate procedure of ID3. It continues to find other sample subset which is not null as the next input sample set, generating corresponding branches. When the category can not be determined, to avoid incorrect classification, we prefer to feedback to deciders the un-classified information. So the deciders can perform prediction by other way.
ID3 can process the dataset which has only two kinds of attribute. PVF-ID3 algorithm can process the dataset that has multiple categories attribute values. If the dataset to be test has 3 categories attribute values: 1 C , 2 C , 3 C . The number of tuples is 1 r , 2 r , 3 r . Then the following formula can compute the expected information. 
The improved decision tree algorithm is described as the pseudocodes below. When the attribute T of given dataset D has  different value, marked as 
IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

A. Time Overhead Analysis
To prove that our method has higher construction efficiency, we use the dataset of different scales to test ID3 and PVF-ID3 in 12 times of computation. The average value of two algorithms is taken as the computing time to create the decision tree. Then through the experiments data we can analyze the time consumed by ID3 and PVF-ID3. The time saving rate is calculated by the ratio of the difference of average time of two algorithms and that of ID3 algorithm. From formula 13 we can see the optimized formula don not contain logarithm, only including multiplication, division and addition. In actual computation, this will be simpler the formula in ID3 and it takes less time to create the decision tree. In table 2 we can see that in different scales of dataset, the time overhead of PVF-ID3 mainly comes from the computation of priori knowledge parameter. But with the increase of record data, that can be made up for with the rapid growth of decision tree. So it fully demonstrates that the improved method can create decision tree with higher efficiency.
B. Improvement on Value Deviation
We select the prior value of classification attribute of 
C. Analysis on Accuracy and Multi-class Value Dataset
Though PVF-ID3 has simplified the computation in ID3, the simplification approximate substitution will cause errors, as is known from the mathematical theory. When computing the information entropy of some attribute, we can make up these errors in the simplifying process, by introducing the multiplication of simplified formula and the amount of the values. Such improvement will increase the classification of ID3. As is described in above sectors, this advantage can be enlarged with the increasing scale of the dataset. The optimized information entropy computation formula is also applicable for the dataset owing multi-class values. We choose four kinds of different dataset in UCI [18] : ionosphere, balancescale, diabetes and credit-g. They are tested in classification time and accuracy for PVF-ID3. The class attribute values of these dataset are more than one. The comparison results are shown as table 3 and figure 5, 6. By the theoretical and experimental analysis above, we can conclude that the classification time of PVF-ID3 is less than that of ID3 algorithm and the 2 nd improved scheme. The classification accuracy is higher than all the methods mentioned above. It can also process the dataset which has multi-class values.
V. CONCLUSION
With the development of computer technology and popularity of Internet, the types of computer crime are constantly changing and the computer criminal characters are also different. This paper has introduced the disadvantages of current measures for crime data analysis. On this basis, combined with the advantages of data mining in data analysis, the idea of applying data mining technology to computer crime forensics is proposed. Contraposing the features like huge amount of analysis data, multiple attribute values and artificial participation, algorithm ID3 and its defects are analyzed and improved.
There are logarithms in ID3 and the computation is complicated, so we use bottom changing formula and Maclaurin formula to simplify the computation in ID3. Then the time to generate decision tree can be reduced. During the calculation of expected entropy of one attribute, by multiplying the simplified formula and the number of attribute value with this attribute, the error caused by simplification is effectively made up and the disadvantage in the second improved scheme is overcome. Meanwhile, this paper proposed the method to prevent the value deviation of ID3 algorithm, which belongs to the second improved program and it also provides a novel method PVF-ID3 to compute the expected entropy. PVF-ID3 has following features: (1) There are also some limitations and shortcomings in our research: The selection of empirical value needs data mining experts who have rich working experience. In actual implementation, amounts of data will be changed along with time. The creation of decision tree will also change dynamically to provide correct prediction information. Therefore, the method in this paper is not very suitable for data set of dynamic scale, in classification and prediction. So it needs further improvement. Our future research focus will be about the parallel decision tree algorithm, accuracy of decision tree and discovering new decision tree algorithm. At present, the implementation of data mining technology is at the stage of theoretical research on computer crime analysis. It has not formed a practical product. Thus during the research on computer crime forensics analysis, it will become our future research on how to promote data mining technology to become real products.
